
CDA Requirement on EMV Cards Issued
in the Europe Region
Topic(s): Chip, Fraud/Risk, M/Chip, Maestro Card, MasterCard Card, Rules/Standards, Security

Applies to: P Acquirers P Issuers P Processors

Summary: This article introduces a mandate for all EMV cards issued in the
Europe region that support offline transactions to be configured
to support CDA.

Action Indicator: M Mandate

Effective Date: 1 January 2016

Background
The migration to EMV1 technology can provide major fraud prevention benefits
to both issuers and acquirers. As the roll out of EMV continues, it is important
that issuers adopt the best protection to ensure they leverage the technology
and stay ahead of developing fraud trends.

Offline Card Authentication methodology (offline CAM) provides an important
benefit of EMV technology by enabling the terminal to authenticate the card in
an offline environment, thereby enabling secure offline transactions. However,
although Dynamic Data Authentication (DDA) is far more secure that Static
Data Authentication (SDA) and does help ensure that a genuine card is present,
it does not protect the data exchanged between the card and terminal critical
to the transaction (known as “wedge attacks”). Combined DDA/Application
Cryptogram Generation (CDA) does provide protection against wedge attacks
by ensuring data exchanged between the terminal and card cannot be
manipulated by a fraudster and remain undetected.

MasterCard has previously announced mandates in all regions to phase out
the issuance of SDA technology. This article announces the next phase in
the upgrade of offline CAM technology to move issuers in the Europe region
from DDA to CDA.

New Requirement—Support of CDA
To keep pace with current fraud trends, and provide protection against future
attacks, offline CAM policy for the contact interface is now being upgraded
to require CDA.

1. EMV is a global standard established by EMVCo LLC for credit and debit payment
cards based on chip card technology. EMVCo LLC was formed in 1999 by Europay,
MasterCard, and Visa to manage, maintain, and enhance the EMV® Integrated
Circuit Card Specifications for Payment Systems. Go to www.emvco.com for details.
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Effective 1 January 2016, all new offline-capable EMV cards issued in the
Europe region must support CDA, and should additionally support DDA on the
contact interface. Online-only cards that do not support any method of offline
CAM are still permitted.

Frequently Asked Questions

What fraud can CDA prevent that DDA cannot?

Both DDA and CDA are methods of dynamic offline card authentication, helping
to ensure that the card present is genuine. By signing the issuer response to
the terminal request for a cryptogram, CDA additionally helps ensure that the
response has come from a genuine card and that data exchanged between the
card and the terminal has not been fraudulently altered.

These two features help ensure that a fraudster cannot use a wedge device to
change data exchanged between the card and the terminal to mislead the risk
management of the transaction, without being detected.

My card is configured to be online only—does CDA provide
any extra benefit?

Yes. Although the primary role of CDA is to enable secure offline transactions,
it will also give the issuer confidence that the data exchanged between the
card and terminal during the transaction has not been fraudulently altered. In
particular, this can detect abuses of offline PIN with stolen cards and can help
prevent pre-play attacks that exploit certain terminals.

Can I still issue cards that support no offline card
authentication?

Yes, online-only cards that do not support offline card authentication are
still permitted. However, there are many benefits in supporting offline
card authentication, and cardholders with cards that do not support it may
experience acceptance problems in some locations or situations.

What is the benefit of supporting both DDA and CDA?

Cards supporting CDA should continue to additionally support DDA. This is to
enable offline CAM to take place at the small number of terminals that support
DDA but not CDA. Issuers that wish to issue CDA-only cards should be aware
of the acceptance risk at offline-only terminals not supporting CDA.

Does the new mandate apply to both the contact and
contactless interface on the card?

Cards issued in the Europe region must already support CDA on the contactless
interface. This mandate brings the contact interface into line with this existing
requirement for contactless.
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What is the card impact of migrating from DDA to CDA?

Issuers currently using M/Chip Select 2 must upgrade to a newer version of
M/Chip, such as M/Chip Advance.

M/Chip 4 or M/Chip Advance cards that already support DDA have the
hardware and software capability to support CDA. It is the way that the card is
configured and the data personalized on the card that activates the CDA option.

The values set in some existing data objects on a DDA card must change to
implement CDA but no new data is required. Specifically:

• The Application Interchange Profile (tag 82) must indicate support for CDA
[Byte1, bit 1]

• CDOL1 (tag 8C) and CDOL2 (tag 8D) must be included in the signed static
data (if not already included).

• Issuer Action Code [Byte 1, bit 3] should be set to the value specified in the
M/Chip Personalization Data Specifications and Profiles manual.

What size ICC Public Key should I use for CDA?

MasterCard previously advised issuers migrating to CDA that some terminals
were unable to properly process CDA cards containing ICC public keys with
modulus lengths equal to or longer than 128 bytes. This issue has now been
contained and isolated to a small number of countries in the Asia/Pacific region.
Issuers in other regions should follow the MasterCard global recommendation
to use an ICC key length of at least 120 bytes for cards expiring before 31
December 2017 and a length of at least 128 bytes for cards expiring after this
date.

Do I need to complete a new Card Personalization Validation
(CPV) for CDA?

If a card profile is already approved for DDA, and the signed static data already
includes CDOL1 and CDOL2, then the addition of CDA only requires a Change
Notification indicating the new value of the Application Interchange Profile and
any corresponding changes to the Issuer Action Code values. A full CPV is not
required in this case. This applies whether adding CDA to a DDA card or
moving from a DDA-only card to a CDA-only card.

If a card profile is already approved for DDA, and the signed static data does
not already include CDOL1 and CDOL2, then the addition of CDA requires a
full CPV.

Do I need to upgrade my authorization system to support
CDA?

CDA is completed between the card and the terminal. No extra processing is
required at the host level to perform CDA, however the outcome of the CDA
processing will be reported in the authorization data and should be considered
by the authorization system when making a decision.

The whole purpose of CDA is to enhance fraud protection. The host system
must take account of the CDA outcome to leverage this capability.
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If I use the MasterCard M/Chip Cryptogram Pre-Validation
Service, is there any impact?

Issuers using the MasterCard M/Chip Cryptogram Pre-Validation Service must
submit a new key file containing an updated TVR/CVR bitmask to MasterCard’s
Key Management Service.

Are there any acceptance issues associated with CDA?

MasterCard previously advised issuers of CDA cards that they should be aware
of acceptance issues in certain markets where terminals had not properly
configured the correct Payment System Public Key (PSPK). Acceptance issues
associated with missing PSPKs are now at a very low level as these issues are
only associated with certain terminals that were deployed before 2007. Based
on this, MasterCard is now in a position to promote CDA issuance.

Will my cardholders experience any difference when using
CDA?

The use of CDA is transparent to the cardholder. They will not notice any
change.

Related Documentation
• M/Chip Requirements manual

• “Issuer Fraud Management Best Practices in a Chip Environment” article in
Global Operations Bulletin No. 8, 1 August 2014

Questions?
Customers with questions about the information in this article should contact
Customer Operations Services using the Contact Information in this bulletin.
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